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The	
  language	
  of	
  media	
  
The World has tuned its ear to the language of media. In the past few decades the world has
become a media culture that thinks and communicates through all the arts. Keeping pace with
these changes has been difficult in the church, where rapid change can be threatening. But
unless the church thinks in the language of media and the arts, it will have little to say to those
outside its walls. For this reason, I encourage dialogue between theologians and artists for the
purpose of affirming and learning from the strengths that each discipline has to offer.
Fiona Bond, speaking of the multimedia revolution that has changed the way we think about
the arts, says, “You could say that these combined media have, in some ways, become the
‘language’ of our time.” 1 William Dyrness accurately points out, “Culturally we are more
attuned to images over words, aesthetics over epistemology.”2 He argues that in developing the
skill for interpreting works of art, one is able to surpass one’s own barriers and see with
different eyes. Drawing on C. S. Lewis’ thinking, he quotes, “My own eyes are not enough for
me, I will see through those of others. I am never more myself than when I do.”3

Influence	
  of	
  the	
  Vineyard	
  Movement	
  
In the early days, the Vineyard movement inspired a host of denominations with our vibrant
worship music and modeled a kind of ministry time involving everyone praying for others. As
a result, for many churches worship no longer remained a Sermon in a hymn sandwich. In the
Canadian Vineyard, we have sensed that God is opening us to still more when it comes to the
participation of every member of the body in worship, not just in the areas of music and prayer,
but by the inclusion of an even broader pallet of creativity and engagement, and with the idea
that people today wish to own their theological beliefs rather than simply accept what they are
told.

Artists	
  and	
  Theologians	
  each	
  needed	
  
Being an artist and a theologian, I see the typical thought processes of each discipline as
essential in the church today. The intuitive use of imagination often associated with the arts
and the analytical propositional framework that we connect with theological discipline
arguably can be complementary facets in how all individuals process life. Artists and
theologians alike have recognized4 this deficiency in understanding the strengths of the arts,
especially in light of our culture’s media-driven idiom of communication, in which all the arts
are used.

Terms	
  Defined	
  
Let me define a few terms at the outset. By artist I refer to all those creative types who are
poets, writers, painters, actors, musicians, dancers, free spirits and innovators who think
outside the box. By theologian I am thinking of all Christian church leaders, pastors and
scholars whose passionate burden is the equipping and shepherding of the church. The term
postmodern is summarized by Alistar McGrath in his work, Christian Theology, as being, “…a
cultural sensibility without absolutes, fixed certainties, or foundations, which takes delight in
pluralism and divergence, and which aims to think through the radical “situatedness” of all
human thought.”5
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My	
  Experience	
  
For over 20 years I have led worship and the arts conferences where a confluence of artists
creating together occurred. Typically, we would spend a few days together with and ebb and
flow between creating and reflecting. Each person would work in his or her own media in
either the area of the literary, performing or visual arts. Key was discovering what God might
be saying among us. A session might begin with a solitary note played on a flute or sax. A poet
might come to the mic with a list of phrases. The dancer might take this further. Other
musicians might augment. Visual artist would delve into imagery. The bottom line was that
worship was a discovery process. There were no people watching who were not also invested
in participating.
I realize that much of what we did among these creative/prophetic types was intuitively
understood. More recently I began to isolate the major priorities that we use as creative people
during our collaborative events. I found that the practice of the artists as they created and
worshipped together reflected the same priorities of postmodern thinking in linguistics,
philosophy, sociology, science, art, education, politics, and more. These priorities became the
central focus of my doctoral dissertation.

Touchstone	
  Definition	
  
I refer to these priorities as touchstones. A touchstone is a piece of slate or jasper used in
testing for the purity of precious metals by observing the color of the mark that the metal
makes on it. For my purpose here, the touchstone refers to the modes of disposition reflecting a
postmodern way of making meaning, and will help us test which activities in the church will
best make theological meaning for people living in a postmodern world. These touchstones are
not only used by artists, but also involuntarily by almost everyone, as we are part of today’s
world.

Purpose	
  of	
  this	
  paper	
  
I would like to show how the artist, versed in any of today’s breadth of media, lives by these
touchstones. It will be shown how highly charged the touchstones are with relational and
experiential value in today’s postmodern world. I will suggest how these same touchstones can
help map a means for the church to re-engage with the world. My hope is that the church will
recognize these touchstones, begin thinking in this media rich language, and model for its
people how to appropriate theological truth.

Snapshot	
  of	
  the	
  Artist	
  
Before examining the touchstones, here is a snapshot of the artist:
Artists speak the idiom of their culture and are understood by it, not just by what they say, but
in the very way they engage it. Artists of all media use their work to express life's struggles and
successes, its pain or its glory, its beauty, and often its ugliness. They do it by being embedded
in culture.
The subject matter that concerns artists often has to do with spiritual things and exploring the
mystery of life. They tend to push boundaries and even blend opposite ideas.
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Where theologians may lean towards defining what we can know about God, the mode of
artists, rather than making conclusive statements, is more of wrestling, or stirring up the issues
without using propositional argument. Artists tend to link ideas in a way that is more akin to
prophecy than to preaching.
They let their participants think through ‘what if ’ scenarios as a means of exploring new
thinking. The artist builds connections with participants through mutual experience or
identification as he creates music, poetry, dance, or visual art. The participant joins the artist in
thinking about “why”, suspending one’s own beliefs for a while.
Sometimes the artist asks too much of his participants. Sometimes he hits the nail on the head
as a participant connects to some mystery revealed inwardly through the art itself. Such
catharsis may be remembered as the moment where healing began.
The unfettered exploration of the arts has made it suspicious in the church, but it needs to be
understood that the artist speaks the language of today and offers something that Christian
leaders need today.
In the above glimpse of the artist’s approach to expression, the touchstones are at work. I will
draw them out now and highlight how the touchstones work in society, how artists use them,
and hopefully inspire their use in the church’s voice with culture.

Immersion	
  into	
  Situatedness	
  
People	
  drawn	
  to	
  mystery	
  of	
  new	
  ideas,	
  to	
  experience	
  Jesus’	
  world	
  
On the surface, postmodern relativism can look daunting to Christians. It denies the possibility
of being able to step outside one’s cultural conditioning to a place of objectivity. Truth is
relative to the community in which one is embedded. This may seem like a barrier to Christians
who understand the truth of Jesus as being for all cultures. But hold on a minute… It needs to
be remembered that, as people value the relational experience of truth over the institution of
truth, it is this very same relativistic interest that draws postmodern people to new ideas, to the
story of Jesus. Curiosity draws people. People will want to step into the situatedeness6 of his
world. Rather than fearing that the truth of Jesus has no place, the approach might shift from
definitive proposition to an invitation to experience the story of Jesus’ world.

Arts	
  immerse	
  us	
  in	
  situatedness	
  of	
  the	
  times,	
  the	
  world	
  of	
  another	
  
The first touchstone is based on the postmodern subjective interest in the situatedness of
another. The arts immerse us into the situatedness of the times. Through a period’s music,
images, poetry, and literature, we gain opportunities to be immersed in each era’s ‘flavour’, a
glimpse of the cultural worldview of the times in which they were created. In this way art
draws the participant into the worldview of the artist, his times, and his issues.

We	
  are	
  more	
  likely	
  to	
  ‘get	
  it’	
  when	
  we	
  are	
  ‘in	
  context’	
  
People reveal much of themselves in the way they speak, sometimes in ways that only their
friends will understand. Words on paper are less exact. Eugene Peterson says, “The more we
are “in context” when language is used, the more likely we are to ‘get it’. But the moment the
words are written, all of the nuances of meaning, or at least most of it, is gone.”7 To regain the
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situatedness of Jesus’ teaching, we need the help of scholars. Where they have picked up the
nuances of speech through word choice and knowledge of culture, the imagination must now
fill in to be “in context” with the author.

Open-‐ended	
  Exploration	
  of	
  Mystery	
  
Postmodern	
  individuals	
  acknowledge	
  mystery	
  and	
  spirituality	
  
Postmodern individuals acknowledge mystery and spirituality. They view all efforts at
explaining this world helpful, but are not looking for absolute truth. Opposing ideas are held in
tension in an open-ended way.8 They blend interest in spiritual mystery with action in the areas
of compassion, advocacy for the marginalized, and caring for this world. 9 On their journey to
make their own kind of spiritual democracy, postmoderns tend to choose the values they like
and commemorate the experiences that reference those events through the arts. 10

Starting	
  Point	
  not	
  Doctrinal	
  Proposition	
  but	
  Invitation	
  to	
  mystery	
  
There is an unspoken understanding, especially in today’s culture, that “the arts reflect spiritual
exploration” by this generation. Instead of the church first communicating doctrine and
absolute truth as a rational proposition for the world, a more accessible starting point to engage
the postmodern worldview invites people to explore the unseen and unknowable mystery of
God.11

Facilitating	
  open-‐ended	
  connections	
  to	
  God	
  through	
  art	
  not	
  rhetoric	
  
Jesus of Nazareth said that he had come into this world to make sense of our purpose, "to show
the way to the Father" [John 14:5]. What Jesus taught about the unseen spiritual Kingdom of
God could be compared to a blind man being enabled to see the colours that he has longed to
see.
One can proclaim a message with a propositional approach using words or one can facilitate an
open-ended connection to God through the use of art without words. Notwithstanding, the
importance of the Holy Spirit in the conveyance of the Word in the art cannot be overlooked.

Relational	
  Authenticity	
  
Experiencing	
  knowledge	
  as	
  an	
  immersive,	
  relational	
  event	
  
Postmodern people locate meaning not in the individual words or with the spin of rhetoric, 12
but in the experience of knowledge as an immersive, relational event. Churches with a centredset thinking see belonging before belief as key, while Jesus’ gravitational pull on individuals
draws them into a deeper relationship with him through life within the community of faith. For
the postmodern, authority is attributed to the church again when it values an individual’s
opinion, his serving, and his belonging as a full participant. This is the voice of relational
authenticity. 13

Artists	
  prefer	
  honesty	
  -‐	
  drawn	
  to	
  ‘eidetic’	
  communication	
  -‐	
  shun	
  the	
  facile.	
  
Artists prefer honesty that reveals both the good and the bad. They are drawn to ‘eidetic’
communication and shun the facile. Eidetic communication refers to the recounting of a story
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using mental images with such vividness and detail that it seems as if the teller is actually
seeing the events all over again. In the way the word ‘eidetic’ refers to the quality that
distinguishes someone’s story as undeniably a first-hand experience, postmodern individuals
are tuned to intangible relational nuances that indicate validity. Anytime a person hears
someone retelling or communicating in this way, it becomes immediately believable.

Jesus	
  ‘with	
  authority’	
  –	
  eidetic	
  communication	
  that	
  was	
  believable	
  
Jesus made intuitive relational connections between his hearers and God through the oral art
that eidetically confirmed it as genuine. The way Jesus taught was said to be ‘with authority’.
He did not pull punches, but presented the good news with the tough news. He talked about the
struggles of the lowly and the marginalized and criticized the powerful. This edgy honesty is
what artists are drawn to in Jesus, and it is here that they find similarities between Jesus’ way
of teaching and their own expression.

Pop	
  Christianity	
  a	
  bit	
  shallow	
  –	
  not	
  compelling	
  nor	
  honest	
  
Popular Christian culture today may be a bit shallow in its projection of what it means to be a
follower of Jesus. Christian culture has tended to model ‘victorious living’ to the extent that
some Christians believe they must hide what doesn’t look victorious. Instead of inward honesty,
shame and guilt abound. This is not compelling in a world where the arts and media see truth
not in terms of the absoluteness of what you say, but in terms of relational authenticity.

Suspended	
  Belief	
  
‘Willing suspension of disbelief’ was a term first used in 1817 by Samuel Taylor Coleridge,
poet and philosopher, who wrote that if an author is able to combine “human interest and a
semblance of truth" into their tale, no matter how strange, the reader might suspend judgment
with regard to how improbable the story might seem.14

Hold	
  little	
  allegiance	
  to	
  theories	
  that	
  no	
  longer	
  function.	
  
Postmodern thinkers have this capacity to suspend belief. They often hold new ideas in tension
with past commitments, are willing to try out new ideas, but hold little allegiance to theories
that no longer function.15 This generation simply will not be told what to believe. They want to
grapple with it themselves, and will articulate it masterfully in the end, if they are allowed.

Change?	
  -‐	
  imagine	
  another	
  possibility	
  –	
  ‘what	
  if’?	
  
How do the arts prompt change in people’s thinking? When individuals consider change, they
presumably imagine another possibility. Anyone can suspend belief of one’s own point of view
temporarily, while imagining along a path of thought that the artist has created.16 Imagination
allows us to look at the world from outside our own beliefs. The arts live most of the time in
the realm of ‘what if’.17 Likewise, for theology to stir the heart first and bypass analytical
boundaries, one must suspend belief temporarily to imagine ‘what if’ scenarios. If theology
reflects an understanding of God from within a culture’s worldview, then as the culture
changes, it follows that theological thinking should also adjust.
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Jesus	
  inspirationally	
  suspended	
  common	
  beliefs	
  	
  
Jesus inspirationally suspended common beliefs as he described his view of the Kingdom of
God. After telling the story of the good Samaritan, an unlikely protagonist from an unclean
tribe who goes to the extreme in the kindness of his actions when Jews themselves passed on
by, Jesus asked who was the most neighbourly to the man beaten and left on the side of the
road. There could only be one answer, even though it sounded out of place. Jesus, the
storyteller, led his listeners to a junction of suspended belief. For a moment, they were on the
Good Samaritan’s side. For a moment their imaginations convinced them of something else.

Theological	
  shifts	
  -‐	
  stir	
  the	
  heart	
  first,	
  bypass	
  analytical	
  boundaries	
  
Carl Jung described how the symbolic way of knowing comes before rational thought. We first
experience the ideas as images before we claim them and articulate them.18 This idea of being
convinced intuitively before you believe rationally is important for postmodern thinkers. The
intuitive prepares the way for reasoning by temporarily presenting a different point of view.
Theological shifts for the postmodern person will likewise have to stir the heart first and
bypass analytical boundaries. Collaboration with artists may help us suspend belief to imagine
‘what if’ in our process of doing theology.

Cathartic	
  Confluence	
  
Co-‐opts	
  that	
  which	
  bears	
  validity	
  in	
  her	
  life	
  	
  
Postmodern people co-opt new ideas through validation and collaboration with others. If a
modernist reasoned out his faith, then a postmodernist co-opts or makes her own that which
bears validity in her life. The postmodern often looks to the arts to symbolize one’s own
spiritual expression.19 A song, a movie, or an image of art might hold for them the memory of
their spiritual discovery or experience.20
In a confluence of rivers, there are at least two streams flowing together. This touchstone draws
on the way the confluence of the arts with its participants can sometimes provide a catharsis of
shared pain or joy, where inward healing and relief permit new ideas about God, self, the world,
and others to take root.

Confluence	
  metaphor	
  
In this metaphor, the ideas of the artist are conveyed intuitively and form a river in which the
participant may choose to flow with the media the artist has created. The new ‘what if’ ideas
the artist uses may dispose participants, in their relief, to let go of old thinking—especially
when that thinking is structured around woundedness.21 Isn’t it true that when another
recognizes our world, we are more apt to consider new ideas? The imagery in the art that refers
to the pain may bring us, the participant, at least temporarily, to a threshold of openness. Old
commitments formed through woundedness may be challenged or recognized as not working
anymore. As confluence implies belonging [flowing together], the agents of relief, safety and
trust help us to consider new ideas or beliefs that may have been held at arms length before.
The automatic impulse to imitate what we value, perhaps leads us to re-invent ourselves, to
start over with a clean slate. 22
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Cathartic	
  confluence	
  simply	
  happens	
  –	
  artist	
  and	
  participant	
  
For the unchanging truth of Jesus to be appropriated by this generation, it will emerge through
a similar intersecting engagement of Scripture with today’s issues. It is critical that we notice
the mystery of cathartic confluence and that its occurrence with an artist’s work, or ultimately
with God, often simply happens. It seems to be less of a conscious choice, as many
postmoderns would like to believe, and more due to the innate longing for meaning that is led
by the Holy Spirit. Cathartic confluence with the artist’s creative expression, then, lets light
break in redemptively as imagination gives “outward form to our inner movements”.23

Imagination	
  Framework	
  
Postmodern people value a wholistic network of ideas that relate to and support each other
along with the unexplained gaps. They reject the modernist quest for universal truth, where all
parts laid on the foundation are presumed true. 24 They also find room for paradox or the
balancing of opposing ideas. 25

Wholistic	
  balance	
  between	
  analytic	
  and	
  intuitive	
  sides	
  of	
  our	
  brain	
  
The last touchstone emphasizes the wholistic balance between the analytic and intuitive sides
of our brain. Imagination framework refers to the big picture in our mind within which we fill
in the gaps of the unknown as we discover new ideas. Our imagination uses both the intuitive
and analytical function of the brain. Most of our commitments to ideas or positions are first
made intuitively, and the analytic processing that follows builds the infrastructure of reasoning
to support it.

Imagination	
  -‐	
  Right	
  and	
  left	
  brain	
  working	
  in	
  together	
  	
  
The brain is divided into two bilateral hemispheres that function with two ways of knowing.
The right-brain synthesizes; it tries to resolve a union from among the parts, seeing or looking
for the big picture and working towards a pattern in that picture.26 It can handle random order,
and does so within a spatial context. In its way of knowing, ideas are shaped intuitively without
words through images, listening to music, dreams, creating something, or simply going for a
walk to reflect on life.27 The left brain analyses; it is concerned with the exactness of the parts,
scrutinizing and dissecting the elements to be precise.28 It processes information with a priority
on sequencing and with emphasis on language and text. Its way of knowing is found in the
ordering of ideas that build on each other in order to demonstrate a conclusion. All people use
both means to appropriate knowledge, but some lean one way or the other depending on
preferences or on the priorities of what must be produced.29

Adjust	
  our	
  thinking	
  about	
  limits	
  placed	
  on	
  the	
  intuitive	
  
Experiencing truth is a key undercurrent in the first five touchstones, each of which contributes
to the development of buy-in to experience concepts, at which point an individual must adjust
her framework of ideas. The imagination creates the big picture on the intuitive side of the
brain, and the analytical side, in tandem, articulates it. We may have to adjust our thinking
about the limits we may have placed on the intuitive when it comes to developing new
theological ideas.
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Conclusion	
  
I have contended that in order to engage fully a postmodern world and make God’s truth
discoverable, we will have to think in the language of the arts. The cues from these touchstones,
as they originate in postmodern thought, are signposts for how to proceed. A collaboration of
the strengths of the artist with the strengths of the theologian is vital. My hope is that a
dynamic and wholistic expression of theological meaning would emerge from such
collaboration and transfer to a broader base of ownership within our churches.
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